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[Translation]
The Chair (Ms. Julie Dabrusin (Toronto—Danforth, Lib.)):
Welcome to the 108th meeting of the Standing Committee on
Canadian Heritage.
Today, we are continuing our study on gender parity on the boards
and senior leadership levels of Canadian artistic and cultural
organizations.
Mr. Pierre Nantel (Longueuil—Saint-Hubert, NDP): Excuse
me, Madam Chair. I would just like to verify something.
Earlier, we talked about the time we would spend on committee
work, but I would like to make sure that we will deal with my
motion, which is to hear from stakeholders on the issue of La Tour
Eiffel, a work by Marc Chagall. It would be important for us to vote
on this today.
Ideally, I would have liked the vote to take place in public, rather
than in camera. It is important for the public to know whether there
will be a penalty of up to $1 million, as The Globe and Mail stated.
Is it possible to vote on this today?
The Chair: That's up to you to request it. We can vote on this
motion after we hear from today's panel.
Mr. Pierre Nantel: Absolutely. We can vote at the end of the
meeting. That would be perfect for me, as long as it is public, if
possible.
Thank you.
The Chair: Okay.
We are continuing our study.
[English]
Today we have two witnesses with us: Kate Cornell from the
Canadian Arts Coalition, and Julia Ouellette from the Museum of
Contemporary Art Toronto Canada.
Thanks to both of you.
We'll begin with Ms. Cornell.
Ms. Kate Cornell (Co-Chair, Canadian Arts Coalition): Good
morning, everyone.
I want to begin my address by expressing my gratitude to the
Algonquin people. It is an honour to speak here on their spectacular
unceded territory today.

I am the Co-Chair of the Canadian Arts Coalition. Many of you
know that the coalition is a non-partisan, volunteer movement
spearheaded by a group of national arts service organizations,
including my organization, the Canadian Dance Assembly. Collectively we represent thousands of artists and hundreds of arts
organizations across the country.
I also want to acknowledge the incredible leaders I spoke to in
preparing this brief, at arts organizations and at the funders. I
especially want to recognize the co-presidents of my board at the
Canadian Dance Assembly: Consultant Soraya Peerbaye, and
Gitxsan and Cree Artistic Director Margaret Grenier. Canada has a
truly extraordinary group of leaders paying attention to the issue of
gender parity.
I have been an arts manager since 1996 and have lived the
statistics that I'm going to share with you today. There are so many
women working in the arts, but the jobs for women are precarious,
and they are rarely stable leadership positions. Since August 2017,
after the publication of Bob Ramsay's second article in the Toronto
Star about the predominantly white and male boards of directors at
the large legacy institutions in Toronto, I have been talking about this
problem.
Ramsay's article is corroborated in many different studies, notably
by the annual report card by the Canadian Board Diversity Council,
which indicates that of the arts organizations surveyed, 74.5% of
board members were male and 25.5% were female.
Today, I have four recommendations to present to you, about
research and about regulatory action.
Here are some current statistics from several artistic disciplines. I
am sure that as members of Parliament you have heard data from
many different sectors. I present this data about the arts today with a
sense of urgency, because although the arts sector's leadership may
not be predominantly female, our audiences are predominantly
female and progressive. Audiences in the arts are consistently in
decline, perhaps because they don't see themselves reflected in the
artwork presented. For this economic reason, the arts sector must
change now.
Here come the statistics. In Canadian music, the annual salary of
women was 20% lower than the industry average, and only 10% of
women held executive positions.
In visual arts we see different leadership depending upon the size
of gallery. On the surface, the stats look great: 70% women curators
to 30% men, 92% being Caucasian. The bigger the gallery, however,
the less likely it is for a woman to be the curator.
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Next, we have the sector that I work in. Women form the vast
majority of dancers, at 84%. Perhaps it's not surprising that dance is
one of the poorest paid of the arts occupations, but men are still
prioritized as artistic directors and as choreographers.
We also see women disadvantaged in the world of Canadian
literature. Studies show “an undeniable gender bias, one that
overwhelming favour[s] male authors”, as is evidenced by the
reviewing practices: only 30% of books reviewed by male critics
were written by women, which means that women's books are less
likely to sell well and less likely to be considered for major awards.
Moving on to Canadian theatre, women occupy less than 35% of
the major leadership roles, such as artistic director, director, and
playwright.
Then in the deaf, mad, and disability arts domain, 100% of the
contributors who produce deaf art, mad art, or disability-identified
art are female-led organizations, yet—or perhaps as a result—these
arts organizations are significantly underfunded.
Of course, this data is not surprising to any woman who works in
the arts.
Although there is a clear wealth of data in the field, we need a
comprehensive picture of the role of women in the arts. I want to add
my voice to the other witnesses who've already appeared before the
standing committee to ask the Department of Canadian Heritage to
compile the existing research and paint a picture of the sector so that
we know exactly where the bias exists and where we need to change.
My first recommendation is to instruct the Department of
Canadian Heritage to conduct a literature review on gender parity
in the arts, with attention to artistic directors and boards of directors.
I want to encourage Canadian Heritage to work with the Ontario Arts
Council because they are currently undertaking a study, an Ontariofocused a literature review, on this exact subject.
Why do we need to change who sits on boards of directors? For
me, if we change who sits on the boards, it will impact who is hired
as artistic director, who is hired as executive director, and then it
goes on down to the staff level. There's a wealth of data from the
organization DiverseCity onBoard and the Conference Board of
Canada that demonstrate that female and diverse leaders enhance
innovation, and strengthen cohesion and social capital.
In March, the president of FedEx Express Canada, Lisa Lisson,
wrote on the CBC news site that “We know [that] boards with
women on them outperform their rivals, deliver higher returns, and
are more aggressive about taking initiative”. Lisson argues that it is
just good business practice to have diverse boards.
The House of Commons and the Senate agreed with Lisson last
week by passing Bill C-25. I want to thank Mr. Virani for pointing
me in the direction of Bill C-25. The bill includes a provision that
reads, “directors of a prescribed corporation shall place before the
shareholders, at every annual meeting, the prescribed information
respecting diversity among the directors and among the members of
senior management”.
Unfortunately, this provision does not apply to not-for-profit
organizations included in the legislation. They are not part of this
specific provision. I called Corporations Canada yesterday to check.
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So, here comes recommendation 2, which is to instruct Corporations
Canada to find a regulatory mechanism to require registered not-forprofit organizations to comply with the expectation of diversity in
Bill C-25.
The Canada Council for the Arts has been quietly working on
gender parity for two years. Recently, the council put out an RFP that
stated, “The Council wishes to develop and pilot an online survey to
track the demographic makeup of the workforce and boards of
organizations that receive core funding.” The quantitative data will
include “gender, age, cultural diversity, Indigenous, Official
Languages, Official Languages Minority Communities, disability,
age etc. The survey will be completed by the employees and Board
of the organizations, not by the organizations themselves.”
Very clearly, they're not asking the executive directors to guess on
the status of their board members or their staff.
It goes on to say that the “RFP is for a pilot survey with a small
cohort of organizations that will inform future decisions about grant
conditions.” The results of this pilot survey will be critical to move
the issue of gender parity forward, because, of course, arts
organizations are going to pay attention to what the major federal
funders are doing.
Recommendation 3 is to require the Canada Council for the Arts
to report back to the Standing Committee on Canadian Heritage on
the results of the pilot survey and encourage the Canada Council to
look at additional equity policies, especially in the program called
Engage and Sustain, which is for the large arts organizations.
Of course, board composition is an incredibly complex issue.
Boards are made up of volunteers, who can be difficult to find,
especially in less populated areas. However, publicly funded
organizations have a responsibility to reflect Canadian society.
One problem I heard repeatedly was volunteer fatigue, particularly
among indigenous, disabled, and racialized communities. Volunteering for a board of directors takes time and labour. Often, women turn
down the opportunity to participate on boards because it is
financially unfeasible to volunteer. Therefore, this last recommendation is pivotal.
For recommendation 4, I'm recommending that the Canada
Revenue Agency permit charities—because most of the arts
organizations I work with are registered charities—to change their
bylaws in order to offer an honorarium to marginalized board
members for their volunteer work. I think this would be a really
important move to reduce volunteer fatigue so that we're not going to
the same indigenous leaders over and over again to sit on all these
boards, so that we could have more women and marginalized people
represented on the boards. It would be a recognition of the labour
that they're undertaking in taking these positions on our arts
organizations' boards of directors.
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● (0855)
Lastly, I want to point out that I have not recommended the
creation of a mentorship program today. There are numerous wellestablished mentorship programs in the arts open to women. This is
not the problem. Bias and discrimination in hiring practices in search
firms and on boards of directors are the problem.
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We believe the answer lies in our mission and values: inclusion
and welcome, community focus, strong youth engagement, and
putting artists at the centre of what we do.
Contemporary art considers the vital issues of our time. It is
progressive by definition. This is compelling to, and resonates with,
women.

To conclude, I really want to thank the members of the Standing
Committee on Canadian Heritage for your boldness to address this
sensitive topic of leadership in the arts. Together I hope we can build
a better, more respectful arts sector for our daughters.

Has gender imbalance hurt us to this point? I don't think so. Could
it hurt us down the road? Possibly.

Thank you.
● (0900)

Long-term sustainability is a board priority. Over 75% of MOCA's
annual budget is raised from private sources, including donations,
sponsorships, memberships, and special fundraising events.

The Chair: Now we'll move along to Ms. Julia Ouellette, from
the Museum of Contemporary Art Toronto Canada.
Ms. Julia Ouellette (Chair, Museum of Contemporary Art
Toronto Canada): Good morning.
Thank you, Madam Chair and committee, for the invitation to be
part of this important discussion around gender parity.
My name is Julia Ouellette. I am the board Chair of MOCA, the
Museum of Contemporary Art Toronto Canada. I've served in this
role for six years.
MOCA aims to define the role of the 21st-century museum, in that
we want above all to be welcoming and relevant, a reflection of the
diversity, complexity, and plurality of the world in which we live.
We are a mid-sized institution with an annual operating budget of
$6 million and a full-time salaried staff of 20. We are currently in
transition from 13,000 square feet in our home on Queen Street West
to a new 55,000-square-foot home in the lower Junction community
within MP Dzerowicz's Davenport riding, just west of the downtown
core. Our institution is scaling up dramatically and will have its
international grand opening in September 2018.
This growth has serious implications for management and board.
When radically stretching an institutional facility, its budget,
organizational structure, human and management resources, a strong
board, and staff leadership are essential for success.
MOCA does not have a traditional gender parity issue. Both its
board and senior staff are predominantly women.
I'll speak about the board first.
Ours includes 17 directors, 10 of whom are women. We all
recognize that the best decisions are made when people with
different perspectives weigh in on the conversation. In building our
board, we opted for a skills-based approach with a view to ensuring
that required expertise would be around the table, while also
considering a suite of diversity factors.
Our governance committee analyzes the board according to this
matrix, identifies gaps, and then looks for and carefully considers
skilled individuals to fill them.
How or why has this led MOCA primarily to attract highly
competent women?

How does MOCA access pools of capital in our community to
fund our institution?
Much of wealth is controlled by men, both privately and
corporately. We all understand the history. The shift of wealth will
take time, as women become bigger earners in the workforce and
assume more leadership positions in corporate Canada. Women are
not yet equal influencers when it comes to directing funding and
wealth. A board that is skewed toward women may suffer because of
this. A study to understand the impact that board parity has on
fundraising would be meaningful.
Furthermore, I wonder whether there is any correlation between
the size of institutional budget and the number of men versus women
on the board. Is there a trend? This would also be interesting data to
capture in a study.
Finally, as it relates to boards, I would like to make a comment
regarding age.
One of the roles MOCA sees for itself in advancing women in the
not-for-profit boardroom is that of mentor. We are proud of the fact
that our board is multi-generational. From those in their twenties to
those in their sixties, we have representation. As such, our more
experienced board members serve as role models and mentors to
less-experienced, younger members, making them sought-after
candidates for other institutions.
● (0905)
For the younger generation, reaching gender parity is imperative,
and its value is obvious. Governance practice, including board
development, are very strategic and deliberate processes. Our next
generation needs to be mentored in this area. To reach gender parity,
we need to teach the next generation how to do it. It won't just
happen.
Government funding that supports the mentorship of the next
generation of senior volunteers would be valuable. This is also
important because boards of directors oversee recruitments for the
top jobs.
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This brings me to my thoughts regarding leadership and senior
management. MOCA's CEO and four directors of programs, finance
and administration, development, and marketing and communication
are all women. How did that happen? We simply chose the
applicants best qualified for the positions. We require a strong and
highly competent senior team, and ours just happens to be
exclusively made up of women.

When homegrown talent participates in international training
programs—the Getty Leadership Institute for museum leaders is a
good example—it boosts their career opportunities in Canada and
beyond. While the risk is that we might lose some of our best and
brightest future leaders to other parts of the world, the upside is that
some will continue to work in Canada.
● (0910)

MOCA's board recently hired both its CEO and director of
programs. I secretly hoped we would find women to fill both these
positions. Why? Because there's a shortage of leading female voices
in the visual arts space in Canada at the higher levels of management
and at the large institutions.

Leadership, mentorship, and continuing education programs
should be embedded into institutions across the country. Universities
would do well to expand and put more emphasis on cultural
leadership within their curriculums. These are the channels for
developing deep talent pools from which to draw our future leaders.
Government encouragement and funding support can also help.

That said, visual arts organizations are generally trending toward
staff gender parity. This is particularly apparent at the senior
management level. One can hope, but not assume, that these next-incharge women are the likely future CEOs and executive directors.
While this is encouraging, there is work to be done to close the
opportunity gap for these women.
The recruiters from the executive search firm retained by MOCA
for our CEO recruitment believe that the pool of female talent is
growing, but that systemic barriers still limit them in getting the top
jobs.
I encourage the committee to review the U.S.-based Association
of Art Museum Directors' 2014 and 2017 studies entitled “The
Gender Gap in Art Museum Directorships” and “The Ongoing
Gender Gap in Art Museum Directorships”. They do a fantastic job
of benchmarking gender parity and related pay-scale discrepancies
against institutional mandate and budget size, while outlining
interesting details regarding the systemic barriers mentioned by
MOCA's headhunter, and commenting on the leadership style of
men versus women.
Capacity-building, leadership training, and mentorship opportunities for those who show promise are essential if we are to see a
gender balance at the highest levels of management. Unfortunately,
small and mid-sized organizations lack the funds to support this kind
of talent incubation.
Government support would go a long way. I recommend that the
government consider focusing funding opportunities at small and
mid-sized organizations that play an important role in incubating
talent for the majors.
With regard to both of our recent senior hires, the successful
candidates brought international experience to the table. Our CEO
hails from Toronto, but spent 20-plus years working primarily in the
U.K. and U.S. Our director of programs was born in the U.K. and
worked in Turkey and the Middle East for a dozen years. We
recognized that they would add a unique perspective to our program,
and would clearly benefit our institution and the arts industry.
When we look at a cross-section of five of the largest visual arts
institutions across the country, only one is led by a Canadian. The
four international leaders include two females and two males. So,
while there is gender parity there, Canadians are not favoured. How
can we change that and help Canadian women prepare for the top
jobs?

A question I ask myself is whether women are recusing
themselves from the most senior leadership positions, and if so,
why? Is carrying the bulk of family responsibilities, compounded
with institutional leadership, deemed too much? If this is the cause,
the solutions are complex societal ones and beyond the scope of
cultural institutions alone.
Change happens over time and is often slow to evolve. If we look
back at the profile of cultural institutions 10 or 15 years ago, there
were so few women leaders. Today, those same institutions have
changed, and we know that women are stepping into creative and
executive leadership positions, as well as board roles, in a way they
never have before.
Conversations like the one we are having today have a positive
impact on gender parity, as will initiatives to support talented
women. If we work together—board, management, and governments
—I feel confident that we will continue to move in the right direction
and that in the near future we will achieve gender parity within
Canadian cultural organizations.
Thank you.
The Chair: Thank you.
Now we will begin our question and answer period.
I would like to clarify that Revue Film Society, which was
originally supposed to be with us, was unable to attend. We will
proceed with our two witnesses.
The first person asking questions today is Ms. Dzerowicz.
Ms. Julie Dzerowicz (Davenport, Lib.): Madam Chair, I would
like to request that we move in camera.
Voice: [Inaudible—Editor]
Ms. Julie Dzerowicz: Oh, at the end of it? All right. I'm sorry.
Thank you Ms. Cornell and Ms. Ouellette for your wonderful
presentations.
Ms. Cornell, you were at the meeting that we discussed some of
the key issues within the arts community within Canada, and this
was one of the issues that came up. I think it's as a result of that
conversation that we're here today. I want to thank you so much for
being here and for your excellent presentations.
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I will begin with you, Ms. Cornell. For me, MOCA right now has
gender parity, for the most part. Maybe the question for you is, what
is stopping women from joining boards? Is there a pool of female
board members that exists right now? Is it easy to find them? In my
riding there are many small organizations that are constantly asking
me for help in finding board members. I often have a hard time doing
so.
That would be my first question for you.
Ms. Kate Cornell: As Ms. Ouellette already identified, there are
many reasons why women are prevented from going into leadership
positions. Definitely there is the question of the time commitment,
the question of volunteer fatigue. I know that many of the women on
my board sit on several boards, so they have to pick wisely.
I also think it is a financial situation. Statistics bear out that
women are paid less, and the amount of time they can spend on these
volunteer boards of directors can be affected by what they make, as
was already addressed by Ms. Ouellette in looking at the shift of
wealth, for sure.
I discovered a wonderful organization, which I mentioned in my
speech, called DiverseCity onBoard, which is a project of civic
action. They work on mentoring not-for-profit organizations and
individuals to prepare them to be on boards. I think there are some
wonderful opportunities, for those who feel they're not qualified, to
be trained to sit on boards of directors.
Those are some of my ideas on why they may not sit on boards.
I should also mention that there's usually a financial expectation if
you sit on a board, an expectation that you would donate to the
organization. That can also be a barrier.
● (0915)
Ms. Julie Dzerowicz: I'm very familiar with DiverseCity
onBoard. I was actually involved with that program. It's run by
the Maytree Foundation.
Ms. Kate Cornell: Oh, thank you.
Ms. Julie Dzerowicz: Maybe that is something we can ensure
they expand, to make sure that we keep building a pipeline of future
leaders.
That gets into my second question, for you, Ms. Ouellette. You
spent a good part of your presentation talking about the next
generation, the mentorship of senior volunteers, how we prepare
them for the future jobs, and how we do capacity-building.
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I think the point is that there's not enough emphasis put on
leadership, and that as a result people are leaving the arts education
programs they've been in without the leadership training they need.
They've touched on it, but they haven't really dug deeply into it.
I think there's a role for internship situations, and that universities
and colleges could set these up with various arts organizations to
shadow senior management executives and really see what's
involved. We have internship programs; we had them at MOCA
when we were on Queen Street West. They tended to be based at the
junior operational level, but I think if you could focus on the
leadership point, there would be so much to be learned and a lot of
confidence to be gained by young people who have their sights set
on arts organizations.
Ms. Julie Dzerowicz: How many minutes do I have left?
The Chair: You have two.
Ms. Julie Dzerowicz: Within the arts and culture community, is
there an opportunity for the women in senior leadership positions to
get together, to support each other, share best practices, and talk
about what works and what isn't working within the industry right
now? If not, is that something that needs to happen?
Kate, do you want to...?
Ms. Kate Cornell: Oh, yes. Last year on International Women's
Day, with some of my female colleagues, I brought together a group
of women working in the arts, and yes, we talk to each other for sure.
There isn't really a formalized network, but the Toronto Arts Council
has a leaders lab, which I believe is predominantly female. There are
opportunities, then, but there isn't anything formalized at this point.
Ms. Julia Ouellette: I think this is a very good point: it needs to
be formalized. There are associations that consist of men and women
who get together, and doing so has tremendous value, but there are
unique challenges for our female leaders. We need to gather those
individuals in a less haphazard way, in a very focused way. I think it
could be very productive.
Ms. Julie Dzerowicz: I'm a very big believer in finding ways for
women to support women as well as just share information, and also
in sponsorship. We talk a lot about mentorship, but there's also
sponsorship. How can we make sure, as we're seeing women move
into the various levels of leadership, that we can begin to sponsor
them to bring them up within different types of organizations? There
is a role to do that.

You've already mentioned some of the answer in your presentation, but I want to flesh it out a little bit. We have heard of some
programs that exist in the U.S. and the U.K. that involve some
training. I think you suggested that maybe universities should be
looking to do some of it here.

I think my time is over. I want to thank you again for being here
today.

My question is, does none of it exist right now? If it does, which
ones are promising here? What kinds of programs do you think
should be created to help create the pipeline to build this capacity?

Mr. Martin Shields (Bow River, CPC): Thank you for coming
today. I appreciate what you're sharing with us.

Ms. Julia Ouellette: Thank you. I'm happy to answer.
Yes, there are programs that exist within current curricula. They
have programs at OCAD and some of the colleges.

● (0920)
The Chair: We will be going to Mr. Shields, please.

Concerning leadership, I might suggest that from what I've seen—
I've spent time in schools—I see elementary schools doing
leadership; I see junior high and high schools doing a lot of
leadership. It's very different from what I have experienced.
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When you talk about a younger generation experiencing leadership, I think I'm seeing that happen in the school system, where
leadership is being developed as a key part of what they do there.
What the next generation is coming to, I see in a different way.
Ms. Ouellette, you talked about your board. You achieved
whatever ratio you have without government intervention or
direction. You achieved it on your own—
Ms. Julia Ouellette: That's correct.
Mr. Martin Shields: —which is what I would probably prefer to
see happen.
Ms. Julia Ouellette: I agree.
Mr. Martin Shields: You talked about qualified people, but I'll
give you an example. Some time ago the largest school board in this
country had very few female administrators, but they also had an
application process in which you had to check off the box saying you
had a master's degree to apply. Once they figured out the barrier and
were willing to mentor and become more flexible concerning how
people could achieve more post-secondary education, then that ratio
changed significantly.
When you mention barriers, are there barriers you would identify
that are like that one, in a sense? We've heard about qualifications,
and I have my own opinion of head hunters, which I've expressed
before. When you talk about qualifications, are there mechanisms or
barriers that present problems in the selection process?
Ms. Julia Ouellette: One of the barriers Kate mentioned was the
financial expectations put on board members, particularly in cultural
organizations because it is a source of their funding.
One way we've mitigated that is by having young people join our
board, and we have artists on our board. We realized that when
choosing between someone who is a corporate executive and
someone who is an artist or a young person by simply giving them a
bye on that. We valued that they were giving in other ways, and so
that barrier went away for us and allowed us to have generational
diversity that we wouldn't normally have seen. It also makes it
possible for artists to be very engaged, as they should be, in what
we're doing at the museum.
I would say that managing that financial expectation would
remove an important barrier so that you can bring in the people who
can give you the content and the participation you need.
Mr. Martin Shields: Let's go to your Canadian example of
qualified, qualified, qualified.... What's not allowing them to be
qualified, as Canadians, to be picked by the head hunters for
interviews?
Ms. Julia Ouellette: I don't think it's the head hunters. I know
there has been some reference to that, but when we worked with our
head hunter—we have some very skilled HR people on our board—
the chair of our search committee actually gave a lot of direction to
the head hunter.
Mr. Martin Shields: There's the key.
Ms. Julia Ouellette: We as a committee actually identified some
key people in the landscape who we thought were qualified. That
head hunter also went out into its network and brought forward
candidates. It was really a collaborative effort.
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It just so happened that we did get a Canadian and we got a nonCanadian, but they both had the international experience that is
important.
Mr. Martin Shields: That goes back to the strength and training
of a board, then, that is very lacking.
You mentioned generational continuity. I have some experience
with indigenous.... When you talked about those in their sixties, I
was wondering, what about those in their seventies and eighties,
because the indigenous elders who are in their seventies and eighties
play a significant part in decision-making, and you stopped at the
sixties?
Ms. Julia Ouellette: Well, to address Kate's point, I think there is
board fatigue. Absolutely we welcome multi-generations, but there
has been a small pool of board members in the cultural domain, and
you see a kind of musical chairs that has happened over the years of
people who started being on boards in their forties. Now they're in
their seventies and they're feeling that it's “time out; I'm done”. I
really think it's more a fatigue factor, for people of that level.
● (0925)
The Chair: You have two more minutes.
Mr. Martin Shields: Going back, Ms. Cornell, you talked about
the boards and training. What experience do you have that is
available for boards to get the kind of training we need? As you
identified, the ratio and the numbers are a more significant challenge
when you talk diversely, across the country.
How can we get that training to boards?
Ms. Kate Cornell: Julia mentioned that we already have a kind of
pipeline in the art sector from the small-scale organizations, such as
my organization—which has two full-time staff and a board of 14—
and that there is an automatic sort of training ground. You start at a
small organization and you move up to a mid-sized one, and then
you can move up to a larger institution to understand the scaling up
that happens within the arts community.
There are actually several opportunities to train potential board
members. I've already mentioned DiverseCity onBoard. Business for
the Arts has a special program for training board members. What we
need to identify are the unusual suspects, so that we don't just go to
the presidents of the banks as potential board members for arts
organizations but look at those leaders who might not have
qualifications on paper but have incredible skills that would be
very valuable for an arts organization.
In particular, we're lacking HR skills. I'm jealous that you have
HR knowledge.
Mr. Martin Shields: There are many board training programs out
there, many in small and large communities, but we're missing a
piece here. That's what I'm asking. How do you get that to the
trainers of the trainers?
Ms. Julia Ouellette: That's a good question.
Ms. Kate Cornell: It takes time.
We were hiring an indigenous arts manager, and it took three
searches to find her. I think that investment of time, and not giving
up for staff and for a board, but to keep looking, is really important.
The Chair: Thank you.
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Mr. Martin Shields: Thank you, Madam Chair.
The Chair: You're right on time.
[Translation]
Mr. Nantel, you have the floor.
Mr. Pierre Nantel: Thank you very much, Madam Chair.
Thank you very much, ladies, for coming and informing us of the
great progress you have made toward parity on your boards of
directors.
Given our discussions this morning, I am pleased to see that my
colleague Mr. Shields asked you to clarify the mandate of
headhunters.
Ms. Ouellette, you have clearly identified what will be asked of
your headhunters. I think that's part of the solution. The government
as a whole needs to set standards. Parity on boards will become the
new standard, period. But we need to do this.
Not so long ago, a witness made a nuance saying that, if there is a
goal of parity to be achieved on the boards of directors, there is also
one to be achieved on the executive committees and in the work
environments. The board brings a certain philosophy to the company
or organization, but the executive has a lot of power.
Madam Chair, please excuse me, but I absolutely must change the
subject and propose that we move immediately to a public vote on
the matter of the Chagall painting.
My motion asks that the committee invite National Gallery of
Canada representatives and other witnesses to discuss the mess
surrounding the Chagall painting in order to inform the public about
what is happening. My motion reads as follows:
That the Committee invite the Chair of the Board of Trustees of the National
Gallery of Canada, Françoise Lyon, the director of the National Gallery, Marc Mayer,
the Chairperson of the Canadian Cultural Property Export Review Board,
Sharilyn J. Ingram, and the Department of Canadian Heritage, within 45 days, to
explain decisions concerning Marc Chagall's La Tour Eiffel and JacquesLouis David's Saint Jerome Hears the Trumpet of the Last Judgment and to account
to the Committee for these decisions' cost to the public.

I think it's important that we discuss this topic today, in public. If
we don't want politics to interfere with the administration of our
major national museums, it's clearly better for the Standing
Committee on Canadian Heritage to be interested in this matter,
precisely to depoliticize it and so that we, as specialists in the House
of Commons, in a special committee dealing with that, can shed light
on this issue. The public needs to know how these great museums
are managed and, ultimately, whether there will be serious financial
penalties. As I said earlier, The Globe and Mail referred to a penalty
imposed by Christie's in the order of $1 million.
I'm asking that we vote on this now, in public.
● (0930)
[English]
The Chair: Mr. Hébert, go ahead.
[Translation]
Mr. Richard Hébert (Lac-Saint-Jean, Lib.): It is known that
Canada's museums make their own decisions. They don't have to be
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subjected to excessive government intervention. This could
politicize art.
Second, under the Museums Act, the National Gallery of Canada
has full authority to manage the art collection. I won't dwell too long
on the subject because my observation is very clear in this regard.
We trust our museums and we consider the matter closed.
Mr. Pierre Nantel: I call the vote.
The Chair: Mr. Hébert asked that the matter be closed.
[English]
Then I'll put the question.
What was that, Mr. Hogg?
Mr. Gordie Hogg (South Surrey—White Rock, Lib.): What is
the motion?
[Translation]
Mr. Pierre Nantel: Do you want me to read it again?
[English]
The Chair: That's what I was trying to understand.
[Translation]
Did you ask to go in camera?
Mr. Richard Hébert: No, I said that the matter was closed.
The Chair: The debate is closed, right.
We were talking to each other to be sure we understood what you
said.
Mr. Pierre Nantel: Do you want me to read the motion again?
As far as I know, a request to go in camera wasn't made.
[English]
Hon. Peter Van Loan (York—Simcoe, CPC): Are you moving
that now?
[Translation]
Mr. Pierre Nantel: That's too bad. I think it's in the public's
interest to know what we think.
[English]
The Chair: He just moved it.
Hon. Peter Van Loan: In the middle of our hearing the
witnesses?
Mr. Pierre Nantel: Why not?
We do have extended time for committee business, so we can
extend the witness time too.
The Chair: Is there any further debate?
Hon. Peter Van Loan: I will simply say that this motion looks to
have us as parliamentarians micromanaging the day-to-day affairs
and decisions of curators and other officials running a national
museum, including the board of trustees, whose chair you are asking
to attend. I can imagine what life would be like for them if we did
this all the time on all sorts of things.
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I think the role of government is to hire the officials to do that
work. We do have an opportunity when they are appointed to have
them in to assess them. I have seen nothing to suggest that in making
the decision, they did not follow their policy on de-accessioning. I
have heard nothing to suggest that their policies are severely
wanting. I do not think it's appropriate for us to be backseat driving
and micromanaging the day-to-day operations of any of Canada's
national museums.
The Chair: Mr. Hogg.
Mr. Gordie Hogg: I agree, and I therefore move that we adjourn
debate. I think we haven't finished with our questioning, and I think
we should adjourn this debate.
The Chair: We'll vote on its being adjourned.
[Translation]
Mr. Pierre Nantel: Can we have a recorded vote, please?
[English]
The Chair: All right.
The Clerk of the Committee (Mr. Michael MacPherson): The
motion is that the debate be now adjourned.

generation to get experience. We have a multi-generational approach
that includes mentorship and sponsorship within the coalition.

(Motion agreed to: yeas 5; nays 4 [See Minutes of Proceedings])

Ms. Kate Cornell: I think so. I work with some amazing women.
We're at the mid-stage of management. I see a lot of great leaders and
a lot of potential to move things forward.

● (0935)
[Translation]
The Chair: We can continue.
Mr. Nantel, you have now used eight minutes of your time.
Mr. Pierre Nantel: I would like to hear from our witnesses about
the idea that the executive committee needs to have more say than
the board in terms of the delegation of authority beyond the board of
directors.
Have you noticed that the board of directors may have ambitions
that are not monitored administratively by the different cultural
organizations you are familiar with?
The Chair: Since you have already used your eight minutes, we
must now continue with the next member.
We are moving on to Ms. Dhillon.
Mr. Pierre Nantel: I understand.
[English]
Ms. Kate Cornell: That's such a good question.
Ms. Anju Dhillon (Dorval—Lachine—LaSalle, Lib.): Thank
you to our witnesses for being here. Your testimony was very
interesting.
Ms. Cornell, you shed a spotlight on this issue—no pun intended.
We see a recurring theme with other witnesses who have testified
before us. They said the same thing, that when it comes to senior
management positions, women are just not there. You testified in a
way that showed us gender roles exist even in the arts sector. You
said that 84% of dancers are women, whereas the directors are
mostly male. Have you or the coalition done anything to proactively
counter this?
Ms. Kate Cornell: Oh, absolutely. Because the coalition is a
volunteer association, it's an opportunity for women from a younger

Also, we work really closely with the Canadian Arts Summit,
which is representative of the biggest legacy institutions in the
country. I have been in conversation with them about the search
firms, about the values we are asking for and the directions we are
giving them, because there are really only about five of them that
work in the arts.
I've been talking with Business for the Arts and the Canadian Art
Summit about sending a public letter to these search firms to
say,“These are our values, and in the searches you're undertaking, we
would like you to think about women and about indigenous
candidates, disabled candidates, racialized candidates, and Canadian
candidates.” I think that is how we are policing, for lack of a better
term, our own sector to encourage them to do better.
Ms. Anju Dhillon: Has it made a difference at all?

Ms. Anju Dhillon: Ms. Ouellette, you testified earlier and gave
very positive testimony about having more women. Can you tell us
what you're doing differently from maybe the coalition or about best
practices for all of us to learn as to what to do?
Ms. Julia Ouellette: You know, it's partly luck, but I think we
have some very experienced board members around the table who
bring with them the HR element. Also, I will say that the individual,
a woman, who chaired our search committee has made a huge
difference by having that kind of skill set at the table in order to—if
you're using a search company—direct them and give them the
mandate they need. We certainly found that the search company was
very willing and very happy to take that kind of direction. Our search
was over eight months. Nobody tried to hurry it. They weren't being
paid by the hour. We took the time, they took the time, and we gave
them the direction. I think that's a critical piece.
Then, of course, once you get women into senior management
positions as the decision-makers, it starts to snowball. They start
within their own networks in terms of finding the most skilled, most
talented people. I think that's partly been it, and to go back to my
earlier comments, I think the mission is one that really appeals to
women and leaders.
Also, in terms of its being an organization that's ramping up, I
think the challenge and the opportunities for a woman leader to put
her imprint on an institution that is something of a blank slate.... I
mean, we have our history, but there's a real opportunity to set a new
tone. I know that in the case of our own recently hired CEO, that was
very compelling. There are not many opportunities to come in, really
grow an institution, and significantly influence its direction.
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We had a number of factors that I think were favourable, but
certainly, having within the board very strong female representation
and skill, I think is adding.... We had a candidate who came in and
looked around the table and whose first comment was, “Hmm—all
women around the table.” That was compelling.
● (0940)
Ms. Anju Dhillon: As Ms. Cornell stated, there's also a huge lack
of racialized women, aboriginal communities, and disabled women,
the intersectionality part of it. What percentage of your organization
is made up of marginalized women?
Ms. Julia Ouellette: There aren't—at least not visibly marginalized women. But that is top of mind, and we are considering
candidates. Because our project has been such an enormous one, and
our board has been such a working board, there are only so many
people who can offer that kind of time and heavy lifting. As we work
through the biggest part of our challenge in opening up our new
space, we're just trying to get the job done. I think we will be able to
take even more mindfulness to building that other part of the
women's diversity story.
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Ms. Anju Dhillon: Ms. Cornell, from what we heard of your
testimony, I think you're trying right from the get-go to get
marginalized women in. You're looking at that aspect of it as well.
Can you explain that a little?
Ms. Kate Cornell: Oh, my pleasure.
Ms. Anju Dhillon: I congratulate you on that, by the way.
The Chair: I'm going to have to jump in. Unfortunately, we are
out of time again. I know that you've had a couple of questions from
different people at the table to which you might not have been able to
provide full answers, but you can provide your answers in writing.
A voice: Yes, please.
The Chair: If you have something you would like to say in
response to those questions, please give it to us in writing.
With that, we are going to move to the next part of our meeting,
which is in camera for committee business. We will have to suspend
shortly so we can transfer over. Thank you.
[Proceedings continue in camera]
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